CHAPTER RECOGNITION AWARDS 2020

EDUCATION AWARD

PURPOSE:
“Will recognize and honor an individual, organization or school who has made an outstanding contribution in Design Education of major or long term significance providing Chapter-wide impact. The Award may be given to an individual or organization based upon a specific action or cumulative service.”

NOMINATION CRITERIA:

➢ This Award is designed to:
   o Recognize a significant professional contribution to interior design education in the Chapter. The person or group shall have performed long term acts of outstanding professional significance, preferably with Chapter-wide impact.
   o Highlight creative and intellectual contributions to design education through teaching, research, administration or writing.

   Nominees must demonstrate a lasting impact and inspiration to colleagues, students and the interior design profession.

➢ Eligibility:
   o A person (s)
   o An educator
   o A school
   o An industry, or
   o An organization

   The candidates may be ASID members or non-members and/or groups or organizations.

➢ How To Nominate:
   o MUST be nominated in WRITING by one member with DETAILED documentation of the nominee’s specific action or their cumulative service.
   o MUST be accompanied by TWO (2) to THREE (3) supporting members' written recommendation letters, only one of which may come from nominees' firm or company.